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Practical, scalable recipes designed to reliably feed a crowd Large Quantity Recipes, 4th Edition,

offers food service kitchens a repository of reliable recipes designed specifically for larger-scale

production. Over 1,000 recipes designed to serve 50 or more are laid out for efficiency, with weights

and volumes provided side-by-side along with pan measurements and references to equipment

commonly found in commercial kitchens. Covering all courses including breads, meat, seafood,

salads, desserts, cocktails and more, this invaluable resource facilitates menu planning at a variety

of cost levels, reducing the need for substitution or scaling. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.
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Large Quantity Recipes Fourth Edition Terrell &#149; Headlund Quality is just as important as

quantity to a successful and thriving foodservice operation. This revised edition of your most reliable

working recipe file offers over 1,000 quality consumer- and kitchen-tested recipes that will save time

and food costs while satisfying even the most demanding customers. Stated clearly and simply, the

recipe procedures enable you to work quickly and economically. Among the new recipes:  famous

Persian butterscotch pie delicious blueberry corn muffins tasty cranberry coffee cake fabulous four

grain bread luscious lemon bars delightful chocolate crinkle cookies  In addition, you&#146;ll find

classic recipes for everything from beverages, breads, and entrees to cookies, puddings, and

pastries. The tables of cooking temperatures, weights, volumes, and substitute ingredients will help

to make your operation run smoothly and build a satisfied and loyal clientele. The fourth edition of



Large Quantity Recipes extends to new areas of business, including inplant foodservice, nursing

and retirement homes, church and school foodservice operations, and commercial restaurants. So

whether you&#146;re a supervisor of multiple units with a limited amount of time&#133;a new

employee struggling with production and service requirements in a large quantity kitchen&#133;an

accountant calculating menu costs&#133;or a student preparing for foodservice systems

management, Large Quantity Recipes will serve as the cornerstone of your entire operation. --This

text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

About the authors Margaret E. Terrell, D.Sc., Professor Emeritus, was a Professor of Home

Economics and Director of the Administrative Dietetic Internship at the University of Washington for

42 years. She was also the owner of the Persian Dining Room and Terrell Dining Service, which

operated the concessions at several industrial foodservice facilities, including American Can

Company, Safeco Insurance Company, and Fisher Flouring Mills. She has written numerous articles

and is the author of Professional Food Preparation; For Goodness Sake, Mary McCrank's Dinner

House Recipes; and is co-author of Foodservice Planning: Layout and Equipment. Dorothea B.

Headlund is a foodservice consultant. She has served as catering manager and food buyer for the

University of Washington Dining Halls, and as supervisor of Terrell Dining Service. She also helped

plan and organize the Safeco Insurance Company home office cafeteria. Ms. Headlund has over

thirty years' experience in institutional and industrial foodservice, commercial restaurants, and clubs.

--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

It is in better condition than I expected, which was very nice. If you have the need for large quantity

recipes, this is definitely the book to get - it makes the job so much easier because the recipes are

uncomplicated, no guesswork, and they turn out great!

Yes, this is the one! If you're faced with having to cook for a crowd and have little or no experience,

this cookbook is a really great addition to your cookbook library. The recipes are laid out in a

no-nonsense format, they're easy to follow, they give pan sizes and amounts, and most of the

recipes are for 50 servings which really simplifies the math! It's a textbook for the food service

industry so it gives a lot of good information, including weight and volume measures, substitution

equivalents, food portioning aids, and more. Each chapter begins with useful information and extra

tips on food prep. I plan menus for my church's Wednesday night suppers. We feed families,

students, young and elderly members of our congregation and several homeless people in our



church neighborhood. This book has helped take the guess-work out of figuring amounts and

portions. It has really made the work easier. I feel as though I've found the Holy Grail of cooking for

crowds!

This cookbook is an invaluable resource for my catering department as well as a basis for recipes

for my culinary class. They are easy to follow and have both Metric and U.S. measurements for

ease of conversions.Since purchasing this book, I've enjoyed preparing many epicurean delights

from within it's pages. I've been able to provide nutritious, eye pleasing meals for over 300 along

with scaling several recipes down to meet the dietary needs of only 20 to 30 guests.Cooking in bulk

is a snap with this book, because it takes the guesswork out of the kitchen!

This is a book I am glad is in my resource library. It has recipes that are good for an older

population.

While the recipes are generic ,they are accurate ,easy and clear. I would recommend this to anyone

who has to cook for a crowd

I like the metric measurements in the recipes since we use metric in Australia.You can't go too

wrong with these recipes - the author gives you the measurements of the pansboth metric and US

quantities as well as volume for those who like cups etc.It is nice to have this collection on hand

instead of trying to develop recipesfrom domestic size for the large quantities. I work in

healthcare.Thank you for supplying the book to me - it arrived by overseas postage in aprox2 weeks

It is difficult to write a review of a recipe book, one has not tried.Therefore I have given the 4 star

rating. Had I examined this book in a book store, I would have purchased it ( despite the high cost). I

bought it as a present for my son who has assumed the position of planning & executing meals for a

large group.The book is meant for the professional chef. It has a great number of recipes & they all

include directions for "safe" handling of each recipe,which I felt was essential for my son,who is a

novice.

Had to return the book because it was obviously stored in a damp place.It had a moldy odor - not

good for one with allergies.
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